COMPUTATIONAL THINKING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
This model identifies core computational thinking concepts and capabilities and provides
examples of how they might be embedded in activities across multiple disciplines. It was
developed as part of a project carried out by the Computer Science Teachers Association
(CSTA) and the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) in 2009.
CT Concept,
Capability
Data collection

Data analysis

Data representation

Problem
decomposition
Abstraction

Algorithms &
procedures

CS

Math

Find a data source
for a problem area

Find a data source
for a problem area,
for example,
flipping coins or
throwing dice
count occurrences
of flips, dice
throws and
analyzing results
use histogram, pie
chart, bar chart to
represent data; use
sets, lists, graphs,
etc. to contain data
apply order of
operations in an
expression
use variables in
Algebra; identify
essential facts in a
word problem;
study functions in
algebra compared
to functions in
programming;
use iteration to
solve word
problems
do long division,
factoring; do
carries in addition
or subtraction

Collect data from
an experiment

Study battle
statistics or
population data

Do linguistic
analysis of
sentences

analyze data from
an experiment

identify trends in
data from statistics

identify patterns
for different
sentence types

summarize data
from an
experiment

summarize and
represent trends

represent patterns
of different
sentence types

use tools such as:
Geometer Sketch
Pad; Star Logo;
Python code
snippets
solve linear
systems; do matrix
multiplication

use Probeware;

graph a function in
a Cartesian plane
and modify values
of the variables

simulate
movement of the
solar system

write a program to
do basic statistical
calculations on a
set of data
use data structures
such as array,
linked list, stack,
queue, graph, hash
table, etc
define objects and
methods; define
main and functions
use procedures to
encapsulate a set of
often repeated
commands that
perform a function;
use conditionals,
loops, recursion,
etc.

study classic
algorithms;
implement an
algorithm for a
problem area

Automation

Parallelization

Simulation

threading,
pipelining,
dividing up data or
task in such a way
to be processed in
parallel
algorithm
animation,
parameter
sweeping

Science

Social Studies

do a species
classification
build a model of a
physical entity

Language Arts

write an outline

summarize facts;
deduce conclusions
from facts

do an experimental
procedure

use of simile and
metaphor; write a
story with branches

write instructions

use Excel

use a spell checker

play Age of
Empires; Oregon
Trail

do a re-enactment
from a story

Simultaneously run
experiments with
different
parameters

